This paper presents a theoretical and empirical investigation of the relationship between human capital composition and economic growth. In the theoretical analysis, we allow for nonconstant returns to scale in technological activities. Differently from previous literature, our results show that, under broad and plausible model parameterizations, the marginal growth effect of skilled workers is increasing with the distance to the frontier for sufficiently poor countries while it is decreasing (in agreement with the existing literature) only for countries close to the technological frontier. Our empirical analysis provides robust evidence for this theoretical prediction by using a 10-year panel of 85 countries for the years in between 1960 and 2000, as well as by using the System Generalized Methods of Moments (GMM) technique to address the problem of endogeneity. Results are robust to different proxies of human capital and different specifications.
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1 Recent contributions-most notably Vandenbussche et al. (2006) (VAM henceforth), Aghion et al. (2009) , and Acemoglu et al. (2006) tried to explain this puzzling evidence by looking at the interplay between an economy's distance to the technological frontier and the composition of its human capital. Their key insight is that different kinds of human capital have each a different effect on the growth rate, depending on the economy's distance to the technology frontier. 2 In particular, an implication of these theoretical models is that skilled human capital should be especially important for the growth of countries at the technology frontier as this type of human capital is key to innovation activity.
3 VAM (by using a panel data set covering 19 developed Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries observed every 5 years between 1960 and 2000) and Aghion et al. (2009) (by using US data only) proxy skilled human capital with tertiary educated workers and provide some empirical support to this result.
According to the same models, skilled workers are less relevant for the growth of countries far from the frontier; the reason being that these countries grow out of technology adoption, 4 for which-by assumption-unskilled human capital is deemed to be enough. There is, however, robust microeconomic evidence [see Psacharopoulos (1994) , Cohn and Addison (1998) , Ichino and Winter-Ebmer (1999) , Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2004) ] showing that both private and social returns to tertiary education in low-and middle-income countries are significantly higher than those for high-income countries. This suggests that skilled human capital might play an important role also at lower stages of development. 5 A different strand of literature seems also to support this hypothesis: Mansfield, Schwartz and Wagner (1981) , Coe and Helpman (1995), or Behnabib and Spiegel (2005) argue, for instance, that the cost related to the adoption of technologies discovered at the frontier (or in other technological sectors) is positive and that investments in (skilled) human capital are hence needed in order to absorb this foreign-leading technology. 6 Finally, a recent work by Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015) , convincingly shows that the presence of knowledge elites (thick upper tail-skills) in mid-18th century France favored the adoption and efficient operation of innovative industrial technology and was key in enabling entrepreneurs in manufacturing to keep up with advances at the technology frontier. 7 We contribute to this literature by providing a model that explains why skilled human capital can play a crucial role both for developed countries that grow mainly because of innovation, as well as for developing countries that grow mostly out of technology adoption. Crucially, from the theoretical point of view, our contribution shows that the result proposed by previous literature (for which high skills would mainly foster the growth of countries close to the technology frontier and low skills that of countries farther away from it) boils down to restricting the returns to innovation and imitation activities to be constant.
Once we relax this restrictive assumption, allowing for decreasing returns in both technological activities [following the literature 8 popularized by Jones (1995b)] while maintaining the reasonable hypothesis for which unskilled workers are more efficient in imitation than innovation, our theoretical model leads to the emergence of a novel effect for which the marginal contribution of an additional skilled worker on the rate of growth increases as we move further away from the frontier. It turns out that this novel effect is dominant for all the economies lagging sufficiently far from the technology frontier. When, in particular, the comparative advantage of skilled human capital in innovation is strong enough, then the marginal growth effect of an additional skilled worker decreases with the proximity of the technological frontier for the set of poor enough countries and then increases-in agreement with previous literature-for the set of countries that are sufficiently close to the technology frontier. In other words, our analysis suggests the existence of a U -shaped relationship between the marginal impact on growth of skilled human capital and the proximity to the technological frontier.
The economic intuition for this result 9 lies in the fact that when returns to innovation are decreasing, skilled human capital becomes relatively more valuable when employed in imitation activities, especially for firms operating in lagging countries. When returns to innovation are constant, firms optimally react to an increase in skilled human capital by subtracting resources to imitation and reallocating them in innovation activities. This is true even for firms operating in poor countries, where productivity growth is mainly driven by imitation, as the number of blueprints left to be imitated is very large and innovating upon the frontier is relatively too costly. This is why skilled human capital is always more productive in rich country, which, being closer to the frontier, can take more advantage of skilled human capital employed in innovation activities. Things radically change when returns to innovation are decreasing. In this case-except for very rich countries and despite the strong comparative advantage of skilled workers in innovationfirms optimally respond to an increase in skilled human capital by allocating part of this additional human capital in imitation activities thereby boosting their output. Hence, since imitation activities is extremely productive at very low stages of development, any additional skilled worker has a very large growth effect when employed in a poor country.
As the economy grows and reaches an intermediate stage of development, imitation becomes more difficult as the number of blueprints left to be imitated shrinks and any additional worker placed in this activity (at this intermediate stage of development) brings a relatively lower contribution to growth. Similarly, at intermediate stages of development, the innovation sector is still in its infancy (relative to that of developed countries) and an increase in skilled workers in innovation has also a limited drive on growth. For this reason, at an intermediate stage of development, the growth effect of skilled human capital reaches its minimum.
Once the economy reaches a higher stage of development and despite decreasing returns, innovation becomes more productive and the growth effect of skilled workers increase again. Therefore, (only) when skilled workers have a sufficiently strong comparative advantage in innovation and are employed relatively rich countries, VAM's main result is confirmed: the growth effect of skilled human capital increases as the economy gets closer to the technological frontier.
Our empirical analysis supports the model's predictions. We estimate VAM's specification by extending the analysis to a much wider sample of countries (85 between developed and developing economies) for a panel at 10-year intervals covering the period between 1960 and 2000. By using tertiary education as a proxy for skilled human capital and secondary and primary education as a proxy for unskilled human capital, we find that the relation between human capital composition and growth changes significantly with the distance to the technological frontier. There exists a cutoff value of the distance to the technological frontier (approximately found around the poorest OECD country) such that the relationship between the marginal growth effect of an additional skilled worker and the distance to the economic frontier turns from positive (for richer countries) to negative (for poorer countries). These empirical results indirectly support the theoretical scenario in which skilled workers are more efficient in innovation than in imitation and the growth effect of skilled workers is U -shaped. The issues of endogeneity between human capital and growth are addressed by using System Generalized Methods of Moments (GMM) techniques as proposed by Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) . Along with that, we provide several robustness checks by introducing additional controls proxying for institutional quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the analytical framework. Section 3 is dedicated to the theoretical consequences of nonconstant returns to scale on the dynamics of the catching-up behavior. Section 4 includes the empirical analysis, and Section 5 concludes.
THE MODEL

Basic Analytical Framework
The structure of the economy resembles that of VAM with one main generalization: We allow for nonconstant returns to scale in technological activities. As will become clear later, this analysis is not performed only for the sake of generality but because it sheds light on some important mechanisms that are neutralized in the constant returns to scale (CRS) case.
There exists a finite number of economies, each one with entrepreneurs and population workers of size 1. As VAM (2006), we abstract from international trade and labor mobility.
10 Workers have heterogeneous human capital endowment: the economy is endowed with S highly educated (skilled) workers and U less educated (unskilled) units of labor given exogenously and constant over time (they act as our policy instruments). Time is discrete and all agents live for one period only. In every period and in every country, final output y is produced competitively by xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 CATCH ME IF YOU LEARN 5 using a continuum of mass 1 of intermediate inputs according to the following Cobb-Douglas production function:
where α ∈ (0, 1), A i,t is the productivity in sector i at time t and x i,t is the flow of intermediate good i at time t. The final good sector is competitive, so the price of each intermediate good is equal to its marginal product
In each intermediate sector i, one producer can produce good i with productivity A i,t by using the final good as capital according to a one-for-one technology. The local monopolist chooses x i,t in order to solve
which, by using (1), leads to the following profit in the intermediate sector i:
Dynamics of Productivity
At the initial stage of each period, firm i decides upon technology choice. A technology improvement results from a combination of two activities: (1) imitation aimed at adopting the world frontier technologies; and (2) innovation upon the local technological frontier. Both activities use unskilled and skilled labor as inputs. The dynamics of the productivity of sector i is the following F increasing in its arguments: m u m,i,t , s m,i,t , n u n,i,t , s n,i,t , where A t−1 is the country's technological frontier at time t − 1;Ā t−1 is the world technological frontier at time t − 1 and thereforeĀ t−1 − A t−1 is the distance from the latter; m and n are, respectively, imitation and innovation activities. The output of activity j = m, n is increasing in its input factors u j,i,t and s j,i,t , which are the units of, respectively, unskilled and skilled human capital employed in technological activity j by sector i at time t. Technology progress is assumed to be a linear function of imitation m and innovation n activities:
where γ > 0 measures the relative efficiency of innovation compared to imitation in generating productivity growth, and λ < 0 measures the efficiency of the overall process of technological improvement.
We use the following Cobb-Douglas specification for the two kinds of technological activities:
where σ, β, φ, θ are strictly positive parameters. σ and β represent the elasticity of unskilled (resp. skilled) workers in imitation, whereas φ and θ are the elasticity of unskilled (resp. skilled) workers in innovation. As for the elasticity of output to each type of worker, we assume that σ > φ. This is to say that unskilled workers are assumed to be better suited to imitation than innovation activities. We share this (reasonable) assumption with VAM. Crucially, instead, we depart from their formalization and do not impose σ + β and φ + θ to be necessarily equal to 1. Returns to scale are then allowed to be nonconstant and heterogeneous in imitation and innovation. One important implication is that in CRS the assumption σ > φ implies β = 1 − σ < θ = 1 − φ, so that skilled workers are "forced" to be more productive in innovation than in imitation and moreover the value of their relative efficiency in innovation with respect to imitation is constrained. This assumption may be too restrictive, especially if imitation (as suggested by some empirical and theoretical works 11 ) is an "easier" activity with respect to innovation.
12
Since increasing returns to scale in technological activities seem to be implausible, in what follows we restrict our attention to the case where returns to both technological activities are nonincreasing (so that θ ≤ 1 − φ and β ≤ 1 − σ ). This slight generalization [motivated by the literature strand inaugurated by Jones (1995) , Kortum (1997) , Segerstrom (1998) ] is sufficient for the mechanism we have in mind to be unveiled. The dynamics of productivity is then governed by
where a t−1 = A t−1 /Ā t−1 is an inverse measure of the country's distance from the frontier. As in VAM, we let w u,tĀt−1 (w s,tĀt−1 ) be the wage of unskilled (skilled) labor. Total labor cost of productivity improvement by intermediate firm i at time t is then
Since entrepreneurs live for one period only-and thus maximize current profit net of labor costs-each intermediate good producer i at date t will choose (u m,i,t , u n,i,t , s m,i,t , s n,i,t ) to solve the following program: max u m,i,t ,u n,i,t ,s m,i,t ,s n,i,t 
All intermediate firms face the same maximization program, so that in equilibrium u j,i,t = u j,t and s j,i,t = s j,t , where j = m, n. Moreover, since there is a mass 1 of intermediate firms, the labor market equilibrium implies
Hence, by using (6) and omitting the time suffix, the first-order conditions can be written as
Dividing across equations and rearranging, we find the condition of equality among marginal rate of technical substitution
which gives us u m as a function of s m
where ψ = σ θ φβ . Combining (12) and (11), we obtain
where
Equation (14) defines an implicit function whose solutions represent the equilibrium values for s m -and then for u m through (13) and for s n and u n through (8) and (9). Since the objective function defined in (7) is convex, then the equilibrium solution given by the systems (13), (14), (8) 
, so that σ > φ automatically leads to ψ > 1. This is not the case if we allow for decreasing returns to scale (DRS) in innovation (and more generally for heterogeneous returns to scale in technological activities): When θ is untied to φ, then σ > φ is compatible to ψ ≤ 1 when the productivity of skilled workers in innovation is relatively low enough, 14 Moreover, since the case of CRS in innovation has been already investigated by VAM, in what follows we will focus on the case of strictly decreasing returns to scale in innovation (θ < 1 − φ), which, as we will see, leads to some very different implications on the catch-up behavior. We collect these assumptions in the following.
EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS
Thanks to decreasing returns to scale in innovation, the nonlinear term [ (14) is unveiled. The latter, which is equal to 1 in the CRS case, represents the main source of the novel results in our model.
An important implication of this nonlinearity is that we cannot find a closed form optimal solution for s m . A qualitative analysis is nevertheless possible through the implicit function theorem. However, in order for the implicit function theorem to be applied (and for the analysis to be meaningful), we need that the optimal solution of s m to (1) exists and (2) be unique.
Existence and Uniqueness: Interior and Corner Solutions
An equilibrium is defined as follows:
+ , which solves the system of four equations (13), (14), (8), and (9).
As for existence and uniqueness, the following proposition holds. PROPOSITION 1. When assumption 1 holds, a unique equilibrium solution, (u This proposition tells us that when assumption 1 holds, then we should not care about problems of nonexistence or multiplicity of equilibria. But it also tells us that for any value a ∈ (0, 1), firms optimally decide to employ a nonnegative amount of each input in each technological activity, while the equilibrium is a no-imitation one [(u * n , u * m , s * n , s * m ) = (U, 0, S, 0)] only for countries at the technological frontier (a = 1). This is in sharp contrast with the case of CRS where the equilibrium is actually an interior one only for middle-income countries, while it is a "noinnovation" equilibrium for a group of very poor countries and a "no-imitation" one for a group of very rich countries
Impact of Skilled Workers on Input Allocation and Technological Outputs
This section analyzes the optimal response of firms following an exogenous change in the economy's endowment of skilled workers (S) . We focus only on skilled human capital S both because the latter is our main interest and because the comparative statics with respect to unskilled human capital U and the proximity to the technological frontier a are identical to the CRS case.
15 When non-CRS are allowed for, and assumption 1 holds, the way firms allocate additional skilled workers across technological activities is crucially different from the CRS knifeedge case and varies according to both the proximity to the technological frontier and the relative efficiency of skilled human capital in innovation. We summarize our results in Table 1 )] following a change in S. The double arrows (upward or downward) identify opposite dynamics with respect to the CRS case (i.e., when the main variable of interest behave differently from the CRS case), while simple arrows are used to describe the dynamics that are qualitatively identical to the CRS case.
As we can see, the dynamics stemming from our generalization are much more complex than those of the CRS case analyzed by VAM and depend on both the degree of efficiency of skilled workers in imitation (shaping the alternative scenarios in Table 1 ) and the proximity of the economy to the technological frontier (whose key thresholds are described in row 3). However, this additional complexity enables us to reveal a theoretical scenario that is supported by our empirical analysis.
The scenarios we consider all satisfy Assumption 1 in that skilled workers have comparative advantage in innovation (
), and returns are assumed to be decreasing in innovation (θ + φ < 1) and nonincreasing in imitation (β + σ ≤ 1) but differ according to the different values of the ratio θ β , which, as already argued, measures the relative efficiency of skilled workers in imitation with respect to innovation. We consider two main scenarios. In Scenario 1 (columns 1 and 2), the relative efficiency of skilled workers in innovation is not very high, so their comparative advantage in innovation is limited ( 2016 15:55 returns to innovation are strongly decreasing. In Scenario 2 (columns 3 and 4), skilled workers are more efficient in innovation and their comparative advantage in innovation is strong (
). As a result, returns to innovation are only slightly decreasing.
As can be appreciated from Table 1 , these two main scenarios are associated with different responses of the output of imitation activities m, following a change in S (row 3). Each of these two main scenarios encompasses two subcases in which the qualitative behavior of m does not change but where some differences in the response in the equilibrium allocation of inputs (u * n , u * m , s * n , s * m ) can be observed. In column (5), we report the CRS case, θ + φ = β + σ = 1, which results in an even stronger comparative advantage of skilled human capital in innovation, to highlight how our generalization leads to crucially different dynamics with respect to the knife-edge case analyzed by VAM.
As for the proximity to the technological frontier, the key thresholds change across scenarios. In Scenario 1, the qualitative behavior of the variable considered does not change as the economy gets closer to the frontier. By contrast, the second main scenario is more complex as the qualitative behavior of the equilibrium values is affected by the value of a as well. More precisely, Scenario 2a (column 3) introduces a thresholdâ such that the response of intermediate firms in poor enough countries, a ∈ (0,â], is such that the output of imitation increases after an increase in S, while firms' response in sufficiently rich countries, a ∈ (â, 1), leads to a decrease in the output of imitation activities. While in this subscenario, firms always employ more skilled workers in imitation activities after an increase in S (s * m is always increasing in S), Scenario 2b (column 4) introduces an additional threshold, a * >â, such that very rich countries, a ∈ (a * , 1), reallocate both unskilled and skilled workers from imitation to innovation activities after an increase in S and then, straightforwardly, the amount of output produced by imitation activities is reduced.
Scenario 2b is actually the only case where every variable considered behaves exactly as in the CRS case. In any other case, the optimal share of skilled workers employed in imitation (s * m in row 1) increases at all stages of development following an increase in S. This is in sharp contrast to the CRS case where, instead, the share of skilled workers engaged in imitation activities always decreases in response to an increase in the overall endowment of skilled workers in the economy. This important difference is at the basis of more complex dynamics that are neglected in VAM (see the detailed description of the two main scenarios discussed below).
Generally speaking, the generalization proposed in our paper shows that for poor and developing countries an increase in the endowment of skilled workers leads to its reallocation to both imitation and innovation activities rather than solely to innovation activities as in VAM.
Finally, we also note that, as far as innovation activities are concerned, the only deviation from the CRS case lies in the negative effect of S on the amount of unskilled workers allocated in innovation in Scenario 1a (row 5, column 1). However, this difference does not affect the sign of the effect of an additional unit xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 of skilled human capital on the output of innovation activities, which is always positive (as in the CRS case) in every subcase considered (row 6). For these reasons, our description of Table 1 will be focused basically on the impact of S in the allocation of inputs and in the resulting output of imitation activities. Nonetheless, such differences lead to drastic consequences on the growth prospects.
Scenario 1: Skilled workers' efficiency in imitation is relatively high,
Scenario 1 (columns 1 and 2) assumes that the efficiency of skilled workers in imitation is relatively high and that, for this reason, imitation activities may be a relatively profitable activity for maximizing firms. As long as
, it can be shown that an increase in the economy's endowment of skilled workers leads to the allocation of a positive fraction of these workers to imitation activities at all stages of economic development, i.e., > 0 for any a ∈ (0, 1), row 3]. This is not the case in the CRS case (column 5) where all skilled workers would have been employed solely in innovation activities and no increase in imitation output would have been observed.
In Scenario 1a (column 1), the efficiency of skilled workers in imitation is assumed to be particularly high, actually higher than their efficiency in innovation. When this is so, firms optimally decide to support imitation activities by reallocating a share of unskilled workers from innovation to imitation (row 2), leading to a straightforward increase in the output of imitation activities (row 3).
In Scenario 1b (column 2), the relative efficiency of skilled workers in imitation is lower but still high. In this scenario, following an increase in S, unskilled workers will move out from the imitation sector to be employed in innovation (row 2). Despite the decrease in share of unskilled workers devoted to imitation, the inflow of skilled workers into the imitation sector (row 1) is sufficient to ensure an overall increase in the output of the imitation sector at any stage of development (row 3).
Scenario 2: Skilled workers' efficiency in imitation is relatively low,
Scenario 2 (columns 3 and 4) examines the possibility that the efficiency of skilled workers in imitation, as opposed of that in innovation, may be low. This scenario leads to slightly more complex dynamics since, in this case, the allocation of skilled workers to imitation and innovation activities is linked to both the relative efficiency of skilled workers across technological activities and to the relative development stage of the economy under consideration.
A key feature of this scenario is the existence of a valueâ ∈ (0, 1) of the proximity to the technological frontier, above which the impact of an additional skilled worker on the output of imitation activities (the derivative ∂m ∂S ) changes from positive to negative.
Scenario 2a (column 3) considers the case in which the efficiency of skilled workers in innovation is relatively larger than that of Scenario 1b: -085 September 7, 2016 15:55 Following an increase in S, a fraction of the new skilled workers in the economy will be allocated to imitation activities (row 1 as in Scenario 1b). This time, however, skilled workers being assumed to be more efficient in innovation than in Scenario 1b, ceteris paribus, the decrease in u * m will be more pronounced and sufficient to lead to a decrease in the output of the imitation sector but only for countries that are sufficiently close to the technological frontier, a >â, where the innovation sector is well developed and skilled workers experience higher returns to innovation (row 3).
Scenario 2b (column 4) considers the case in which the efficiency of skilled workers in imitation is the lowest possible compatible with decreasing returns to scale in innovation, i.e., θ ∈ (1 − σ, 1 − φ). This scenario is identical to 2a with the only difference that, for countries very close to the technology frontier (a > a * ), the increase in the endowment of skilled workers will be only allocated to innovation activities (rather than being split into imitation and innovation activities). Also, some of the skilled workers originally employed in imitation will be reallocated to innovation leading to a reduction in the overall output of imitation activities (row 3). As we can see by comparing the last two columns of Table 1 , this is the only case where the impact of a change in S on inputs' allocation is identical to the case of CRS.
This result only applies, however, to countries very close to the technology frontier. For middle-income countries, a ∈ [â, a * ), performing innovation at this stage of development is a relatively unproductive activity regardless of the fact that skilled workers have a strong comparative advantage in innovation. As a result of this, part of the increase in S will be devoted to imitation (row 1). For this set of countries, the increase in s * m is nevertheless not sufficient to offset the effect of reduction in the other imitation input, u * m (row 2), on the output of technological improvements coming from imitation activities m, which will be then still decreasing in S for any a ∈ [â, a * ) (row 3). Similar dynamics apply to countries at very low stages of development a ∈ [0,â). When a country is poor, innovation is even less productive relative to imitation. In this case, the increase in s * m is relatively large enough to more than offset the reduction in u * m and therefore leading to an increase in m. The deviation in the sign of ∂m ∂S with respect to the CRS case, which occurs in Scenarios 1a, 1b, and 2a, is the main determinant of the differences in the dynamics of the catch-up as we will see in the following section.
GROWTH ANALYSIS
The main theoretical result of VAM (Lemma 2) is that the growth effect of an additional skilled worker ( ∂g ∂S ) is always larger for economies that are closer to the frontier, so that as a function of a in a more general context and to show that a slight relaxation of the CRS assumption is able to match better with empirical data. By using (3), and since each intermediate firm behaves the same in equilibrium, we can write the equilibrium growth rate as
where m (·) and n (·) are defined by (4) and (5). This expressions clearly shows that-irrespectively from the nature of the returns to technological activitiesclose to the frontier (for a close to 1), growth is basically innovation driven, while far from the frontier (for a close to zero), growth is mainly imitation driven. By using (13), (14), (8), and (9) in (15) and a bit of algebra, we can express the growth rate as function of s * m only 17 :
Differentiating (15) with respect to S, we can write
which, by using again (13), (14), (8), and (9) and after some algebra 19 can be written as
Equations (17) and (18) are again two different ways of representing the marginal growth effect of an additional skilled worker. By looking at (17), we note that, due to the linearity of the Nelson-Phelps productivity equation (3), an argument similar to the growth rate also applies here: For poor economies (a close to 0), is very small and therefore the weight of the marginal effect of an additional skilled worker in imitation has a very small growth effect because rich economies basically grow out of innovation. Differentiating (18) with respect to a and again by using (18), we find, after some cumbersome computations, 20 where
m > 0 is clearly positive with nonincreasing returns to scale in technological activities. This expression represents the core of our analysis. It shows that the sign of ∂ 2 g ∂S∂a depends on the difference between the two terms in the parenthesis. The first term, φ, is clearly positive. As for the second term,
, it is clearly nonnegative for any a ∈ (0, 1) when returns to technological activities are nonincreasing, being zero if and only if θ + φ = β + σ = 1, i.e., in the CRS case. Hence, the presence of this second term, unveiled by decreasing returns to scale in innovation (which emphasizes the relative productivity of skilled workers in imitation activities especially for poor countries) makes the sign of 
Proof. See Appendix A.
Proposition 2 contains the main result of this paper and delivers three main messages. First, it tells us that whenever returns to innovation are allowed to be strictly decreasing, 21 there is always a threshold level for the proximity to the technological frontierâ, such that any country below this threshold is characterized by a negative value of Third, Proposition 2 establishes an intimate link between the shape of growth effect of S during the catching-up process and the marginal productivity of S in imitation: Whenever-for an economy located at a given distance to the technology frontier-an additional unit of skilled human capital increases the amount of technological improvements of imitation activities ( ∂m ∂S > 0), then the marginal growth effect of this additional skilled worker is decreasing with respect to the proximity to the technology frontier and therefore ∂ 2 g ∂a∂S is negative. The opposite happens when, as in the CRS case, ∂m ∂S is negative. As an implication, the marginal growth effect of an additional skilled workers reaches a minimum when the marginal productivity of skilled workers in imitation is null. Figure 1 shows the different behavior of the marginal growth effect of skilled human capital and the marginal productivity of skilled workers in imitation both as a function of the proximity to the technological frontier in the distinct scenarios described in Proposition 2. Notice that when
is graphically represented by a U -shaped curve that horizontally moves to the right or to the left according to whether θ approaches, respectively, (1 − σ ) or (1 − φ). Also notice that when
is monotonically decreasing in a ∈ (0, 1) while it is monotonically increasing in a ∈ (a, a) only when θ = 1 − φ and
What is the intuition for such a big difference between the CRS and the DRS case due to an even infinitesimal reduction in θ ? And why the sign of ? A clear answer can be if we differentiate (17) with respect to a to find
This expression shows that the value of in (17)-is large for economies far from the technological frontier and small otherwise. Since, as shown in Table 1 , when decreasing returns to innovation and nonincreasing return to imitation are assumed, an additional unit of skilled worker induces firms in countries at low stages of development (where a <â) to increase the output of imitation activities (
is reasonably negative when a <â and therefore the growth effect of S is decreasing in a. The magnitude of this term is comparatively large and it dominates the other two effects at any distance to the technological frontier.
Hence, the sharp difference between the constant and the decreasing returns to scale in innovation activities lies in the sign taken by ∂m ∂S
. When returns to technological activities are constant, the impact of skilled human capital on imitation is always negative as profit-maximizing firms always react by reallocating both kinds of human capital from imitation to innovation activities, regardless the distance from the technological frontier (see Table 1 ). Since the growth effect driven by the imitation component in (20) is comparatively large and of opposite sign with respect to ∂m ∂S , then the value of ∂ 2 g ∂S∂a is clearly positive. As soon as the value of θ is lower than 1−φ (Scenario 2), and then returns to innovation activities are strictly decreasing, the prediction of the model changes dramatically as the impact of skilled human capital on imitation activities for very poor countries (a → 0) becomes strictly positive and equal to lim a→0
Accordingly, the value of ∂ 2 g ∂S∂a is negative and large. The empirical analysis suggests the existence of a U -shaped relationship between the growth effect of skilled human capital and the proximity to the technological frontier 22 and, hence, it indirectly supports the Scenarios 2a and 2b of Table 1 ( ) and then skilled workers' comparative advantage in innovation is strong enough, the economic intuition for the U -shaped relationship between the growth effect of skilled human capital and the proximity to the technological frontier can be explained as follows.
Belowâ, firms optimally allocate any additional resources of skilled human capital to both imitation and innovation activities, leading to an increase in the output of the imitation activities. Since imitation is the main driver of the growth of poor countries, the increase in its output also increases growth the more countries are farther away from the frontier.
When the country reaches a higher stage of development,â, the marginal growth effect of S reaches its minimum value and moreover, by Proposition 2, an infinitesimal change in S will leave imitation output unchanged. This is so since the positive effect of an increase in the employment of skilled workers in imitation is fully compensated by the negative effect due to reallocation of unskilled workers from imitation to innovation.
As an economy closes the gap with the technological leader, imitation activities contribute less to economic growth relative to innovation. Aboveâ, the marginal productivity of a skilled worker employed in imitation turns to be negative, despite firms continue to allocate part of additional skilled workers in imitation. But now the increase of skilled workers employed in imitation is too small compared to the reduction of unskilled workers. This leads to a reduction in the output of imitation activities while that of innovation increases even more. This is all the more true once the economy reaches a * , above which firms start to reallocate skilled workers from imitation to innovation activities following an increase in S. As a consequence of this dynamics, the marginal growth effect of an increment in S will be increasing as an economy gets closer to the frontier through its effect on innovation activities. An exogenous increase in S leads to an increase in the growth rate of the economy through the increase in the output of innovation activities up to a point where, very close to the frontier, almost only innovation is performed.
The differences in policy implications between our model and previous literature are, hence, noteworthy. Our theoretical results, in fact, emphasize the fundamental role of skilled human capital for countries at low development stages, even if these mainly perform imitation activities and little (or none) innovation activities.
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
Empirical Model and the Treatment of Endogeneity
We follow VAM 23 and test the predictions of our theoretical model with the following empirical specification for total factor productivity (TFP) growth:
where g j,t = ln A j,t − ln A j,t−1 is TFP growth and A j,t represents the TFP in country j at period t. The variable z j,t−1 = ln a j,t−1 = ln A j,t−1 − lnĀ t−1 is the log of the proximity to the TFP frontier 24 in the initial period (this is a negative number) while f j,t−1 represents human capital that (depending on the empirical specification under consideration) will be proxied by the (i) fraction(s) of the workforce with a specific education attainment level, or (ii) average number of years of schooling (in tertiary, secondary, or primary education). Our empirical specification, hence, fully resembles that of VAM.
The estimation of the empirical model in (21) poses a number of econometric challenges. On the one hand, as argued by Nickell (1981) , a "dynamic panel bias" may arise when lagged values of the dependent variable are correlated to the fixed effect in the error term. 25 This positive correlation violates a necessary assumption for the consistency of ordinary least-squares estimators that are, hence, not valid for inference. On the other hand, an additional source of bias might arise, as xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 pointed out by Bils and Klenow (2000) , due to the positive correlation between the explanatory variables [i.e., the educational variables in equation (21)] and the error term creating additional severe endogeneity problems. An intuitive first attack to these issues is to draw the fixed effect out of the error term by entering dummies for each individual through the so-called Least Squares Dummy Variables (LSDV) estimator as well as instrumenting all the (endogenous) right-hand side variables by their lagged values. As argued by Aghion et al. (2009) , however, the use of LSDV does not solve a variety of problems that are intrinsic to the estimation of the empirical model in equation (21). To start with, the use of the lagged realization of education variables or the use of education spending lagged 10 years as instruments for education levels may still conduce to biases due to the instrument's potential correlation to omitted variables specific to each country. 26 Additionally, as argued by Kiviet (1995) and Bond (2002) , the within-groups transformation does not fully eliminate dynamic panel bias. Kiviet (1995) devises a strategy to correct for this bias. This correction, however, works only in the context of balanced panels and, crucially, does not address the potential endogeneity of other regressors as it would be needed, instead, in our case due to the potential simultaneous relation between educational variables and TFP.
Last but not least, educational variables are not only endogenous to the dependent variable, they are also persistent over time. Fixed-effect estimators that exploit the within-country variation in the data do not seem to represent, hence, the most appropriate choice in this context due to the limited power of lagged explanatory variables to be used as instruments.
As a solution to these above-mentioned issues, the Arellano and Bover (1995) and Blundell and Bond (1998) GMM estimator builds a system of equations by exploiting the assumption that first differences of instrument variables are uncorrelated with the fixed effects. As argued by Roodman (2009b) " for random walk-like variables, past changes may indeed be more predictive of current levels than past levels are of current changes so that the new instruments are more relevant" (p. 28). System GMM estimators, then, prove to be of the highest advantage with persistent series in which the lagged levels of explanatory variables are weak instruments for subsequent changes and when both dynamic panel bias and additional endogeneity biases of covariates are likely to affect the estimation.
The validity of GMM estimates, however, depends on the assumption that the idiosyncratic disturbance terms are not serially correlated as well as on the paucity of the instrumental set employed to fit the endogenous regressors. Regarding the first condition, Arellano and Bond (1991) developed a test of autocorrelation of the second order, which checks for the validity of lagged variables as instruments. About the second requirement, the works of Andersen and Soerensen (1996) , Bowsher (2002) , and Roodman (2009a) provide an in-depth discussion of how instrument proliferation (easily obtained with the system of equations built for the SYSGMM estimators) vitiates the estimation of the Hansen test, providing unreliable information on the robustness of the instrumental set and on the overall xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 validity of GMM estimations. Limiting the lag depth (i.e., collapsing the instrument) is, hence, a necessary, though usually overlooked, condition in order to avoid false positive. Roodman (2009a) suggests that the instrumental count should be kept as parsimonious as possible and especially that this, as a general rule of thumb, should not exceed the number of groups in the SYSGMM regression. In what follows, hence, we will estimate the impact of human capital composition on growth through SYSGMM estimators while carefully taking into consideration all the above-mentioned estimation issues.
The Data
The data used to test the empirical model in equation (21) Cohen and Soto (2007) data that provide information about the share of the workforce aged 25 or more having completed tertiary, secondary, or primary education for a large sample of countries at 10-years intervals, based on both census and enrolment data collected in the UNESCO Statistical Yearbook as well as in the United Nations Demographic Yearbook.
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The descriptive statistics for the variables of interest are given in Table 2 . The average TFP proximity of the OECD sample with respect to the US 28 is 0.69, while it is only 0.22 for the subsample of developing countries. As expected, there are also substantial differences in human capital endowment across countries, with the average number of years of tertiary schooling in OECD countries standing at 0.51 compared to 0.22 for the developing countries subsample. 
Empirical Predictions of the Theoretical Model
The theoretical model developed in the preceding sections predicts a positive marginal effect on growth of skilled workers [
∂g ∂S
in equation (18)]. In the empirical model, expressed by (21) this theoretical prediction would translate into the following:
The overall effect of a marginal increase in human capital on the growth rate is then proxied by a linear function of z j,t−1 and so it may change according to a country's relative stage of development with respect to the world productivity frontier. More precisely, given the presence of the interaction term z j,t−1 × f j,t−1 , xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55
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FABIO CERINA AND FABIO MANCA the overall effect of an additional f j,t−1 (the share of tertiary educated population) could be graphically represented by a straight line taking values for z j,t−1 ∈ R − , where α 2 is the vertical intercept and α 3 is the slope.
As for how the growth effect of skilled workers changes with respect to the proximity to the technological frontier, Proposition 2 predicts two different behavior for α 2 + α 3 z j,t−1 according to whether Scenario 1 or 2 in Table 1 applies. In the first case, when skilled workers' efficiency in imitation is large enough, we know that the growth effect of skilled workers is always decreasing as the economy approach the technological frontier. By contrast, in Scenario 2 when skilled workers' efficiency in imitation is relatively small enough, then ∂g ∂S is Ushaped with respect to the proximity to the technological frontier. These results suggests that the empirical analysis should lead to a value of α 2 + α 3 z j,t−1 that cannot be increasing in z j,t−1 for every subset of values of the latter and should be certainly decreasing for intervals of z j,t−1 , where the later takes sufficiently small values.
As for the expected sign of the coefficient α 2 notice that, for countries very close to the world frontier, the value of z j,t−1 is close to zero and then the marginal growth effect of human capital for these developed countries can be approximated by the value of α 2 only. In other words, our model predicts a positive value for α 2 for countries close enough to the technology frontier:
This is not necessarily true for developing countries. For countries far away from the frontier, in fact, the value of the coefficient α 2 could be negative while still being consistent with the theoretical predictions of our model of a positive effect of skilled workers on growth as described above. This is so if the term α 3 z j,t−1 is positive and relatively larger in absolute value than α 2 . Notice that, being z j,t−1 negative by construction, a necessary condition for this to happen is that the coefficient α 3 is also negative.
As for this latter, α 3 represents the empirical counterpart of the cross-derivative ∂ 2 g ∂a∂S that has been analyzed in Proposition 2. From an empirical point of view this is shown as
As detailed in preceding sections, we already know that, in the knife-edge case of CRS,
is always positive, hence predicting a positive value for α 3 . This is not necessarily true in our theoretical generalization, where ∂ 2 g ∂a∂S can either assume positive or negative values as a result of different combinations of parameter-elasticities associated to human capital in innovation and imitation activities and fundamentally depending on the actual distance of the economy from the technological frontier. More precisely, as already argued in Section 4, the model predicts α 3 should be negative for countries sufficiently far from the technological xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 frontier. By contrast, for more developed countries, the model predicts that the sign of α 3 is ambiguous and that this will depend on the relative efficiency of skilled human capital in innovation with respect to imitation: A positive sign is expected if this efficiency is relatively larger or a negative one otherwise.
To sum up the theoretical predictions presented above are as follows: (1) a positive value of the overall effect of tertiary human capital (α 2 + α 3 z j,t−1 ) and either monotonically decreasing or U -shaped with respect to z j,t−1 as we consider groups of increasingly richer countries; (2) a positive value of α 2 for the groups of countries closer to the frontier; and (3) a negative value of α 3 for less developed countries while an ambiguous (positive or negative) value of α 3 for developed countries depending on whether skilled workers are relatively more or less efficient in innovation activities.
Empirical Results
In order to empirically test the hypothesis on the development-specific impact of human capital composition on growth, we estimate the model in (21) on the whole sample of 85 countries as well as on different subsamples of countries grouped at different stages of development and hence compute the implied elasticities of growth w.r.t. tertiary education for the different subsamples. In columns 2 and 3 of Tables 3-6, we split the whole sample into high-income countries (21 OECD economies) and developing economies (64 economies) while in columns 4 to 7, we repeat the analysis by grouping countries belonging to the top 25% of the GDP distribution (representing the countries at the frontier) vs. those with a GDP level below 75, 50, and 25% of the sample (representing groups of increasingly less-developed countries).
First specification: fractions. We start our analysis by proxying for skilled human capital through the fraction of workforce with tertiary education in each economy. Our theoretical model predicts a wide array of empirical results. Some of them, as we detailed before, crucially differ from previous literature and, we will show next, find robust confirmation in our empirical tests. Results are given in Table 3 .
The empirical results showed in Table 3 strongly support the predictions of the model and confirm that the dynamics governing the impact of skilled labor on growth for the economies close to the technology frontier crucially differ from those arising, instead, at lower stages of development.
First, notice that coefficient associated to the share of tertiary educated workforce, α 2 , is positive and strongly significant for the subsample of the OECD countries while negative and statistically significant for those economies farther away from the frontier (in columns 3 and 5-7). If, on the one hand, the positive coefficient α 2 is consistent with the empirical results found in VAM, on the other hand, the negative value for the developing countries fits with our theoretical generalization as long as also α 3 is estimated to be negative. Indeed, the latter is strongly significant for all subsamples and shows opposite signs for the subsample of OECD and that of developing countries (resp. positive and negative) as expected. Hence our empirical results also show that the growth impact of tertiary educated labor increases with the proximity to the technological frontier for those group of countries sufficiently close to the technology frontier. The results for the OECD countries are in fact, qualitatively the same as those proposed by VAM. This said, however, our empirical analysis claims that for the subsample of lagging economies, the effect of tertiary education increases as we move far away from the frontier, in contrast to the predictions of previous literature. Finally, the overall effect of tertiary education on economic growth α 2 + α 3 z j,t−1 30 (presented at the bottom of the table) is consistent with our predictions being positive and significant for the all the subsample considered. Interestingly, we observe that the magnitude by which a marginal increase in tertiary education affects growth is very much heterogeneous across countries at different stages of development. For the OECD sample, the estimated average value of α 2 + α 3 z j,t−1 is of 0.01 while that for developing countries is of 0.12. The relative larger overall impact of tertiary education on the growth of developing visà vis developed economies is robust to different samplings. The implied average overall effect of tertiary educated workers on growth for countries at the top 25% of the GDP distribution is of 0.04 while that for increasingly lower development stages (countries below the second, third, and fourth quartile of GDP in columns 4-7) show increasingly larger impacts as of 0.17, 0.35, and 0.86, respectively. This result confirms the predictions of the model that excludes the case in which the growth impact of skilled human capital is monotonically increasing with the proximity to the technological frontier throughout the sample.
As for the robustness of our econometric specification, tests are all passed. The Hansen overidentification tests reports the acceptance of the null of instruments exogeneity for all the specifications proposed in Table 3 suggesting that the model is correctly specified. A similar result is obtained by the difference-in-Hansen. 31 Interestingly, the recent contribution by Ang et al. (2011) , uses a similar empirical approach to ours in order to estimate the impact of different educational level on economic growth while, however, finding somehow different results. 32 It is worth noticing, however, that their Hansen p-values are almost always suspiciously high and close to unity (as of 0.99) and that the authors do not report the instrumental count. As extensively argued in recent empirical literature the use of an excessive number of instruments can cause the p-value of the Hansen test to get close to unity and lead to the incorrect acceptance the null of instruments exogeneity. We carefully check that the instrumental set in our estimates does not over-fit the endogenous variables as suggested by Roodman (2009a) . The AR(2) test, checking that the error terms in the first-differenced regression exhibit no second-order serial correlation is also passed by all the specifications proposed in Table 3 .
As a robustness check of the results, we introduce time-invariant institutional controls into the empirical specification in Table 4 . As pointed out by Roodman (2009b) , "In system GMM, one can include time-invariant regressors, which would xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 CATCH ME IF YOU LEARN 29 disappear in difference GMM. Asymptotically, this does not affect the coefficient estimates for other regressors because all instruments for the levels equation are assumed to be orthogonal to fixed effects, indeed to all time-invariant variables. In expectation, removing them from the error term does not affect the moments that are the basis for identification" (p. 30). These controls do not appear in the table since they are treated as standard instruments in the SYSGMM estimation and for which one column for each variable is built in the instrument matrix. The results of such a robustness checks are presented in Table 4 . The additional exogenous country-specific institutional variables are the legal origin variables proposed by la Porta et al. (2008) , where a country legal origin ranges from English to Socialist. Our results are robust after controlling for legal origin while the differences in the implied total effect of skilled workers on growth slightly increases.
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If any, our empirical analysis implicitly supports (1) the assumption of nonincreasing returns to technological activities (and strictly against that of constant returns, as in VAM), and (2) the case according to which skilled workers' comparative advantage in innovation is strong enough. The fact that α 3 is positive and significant for sufficiently rich countries while is negative and significant for developing countries is indeed the exact empirical translation of case 2 in Proposition 2 according to which, when returns to innovation are strictly decreasing, when returns to imitation are nonincreasing and when the relative efficiency of skilled workers in innovation with respect to imitation is large enough, the cross derivative
is positive for rich enough countries and negative otherwise. There are several reasons to believe that this scenario is a sensible one. Previous empirical and theoretical literature already argued (and our work adds to these contributions) that innovation activities would encounter diminishing returns in their inputs. See, for instance, Griliches (1990) , Kortum (1993) , Jones (1995a Jones ( , 1995b , Davidson and Segestrom (1998), and Segestrom (1998) for whom a sustained growth in TFP can be only obtained by increasing growth in research and development (R&D) inputs. Similarly, as for the efficiency of skilled workers in innovation activities, this is actually the same scenario employed by VAM, which, however, with DRS has very different implications.
These empirical results are confirmed by the analysis by using years of schooling as proposed below.
Second specification: years We now move to a specification where the stock of skilled and unskilled labor can vary independently. For this, we calculate the average years of schooling of tertiary educated labor and that of secondary-and primary-educated people in each country. We build the indicators for the average number of years of schooling in the two categories as follows:
where pT , pS, and pP are the fractions of population having achieved tertiary, secondary, and primary education, respectively, while nT , nS, and nP are the xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 number of extra years of education that an individual has accumulated over the preceding level. Empirical results are presented in Table 5 . Our estimates suggest again the crucial role of tertiary education for economic growth. This said, the results confirm the increasing importance of tertiary education for countries increasingly farther away from the frontier. The implied total effect of skilled workers (this time proxied by the average number of years of tertiary education in each country) is shown to increase at lower development stages as predicted by our theoretical model. The elasticity of TFP growth associated to an increase in tertiary education in the OECD countries is estimated to be of around 0.01 vis a vis 0.05 for the developing countries subsample. Similarly, when we disaggregate the whole sample and compare the 25% top part of the GDP distribution with that of increasingly poorer countries (below the 75, 50, and 25% of the sample distribution), the estimated total effect of tertiary education goes from 0.01 to 0.37 for the subsample of poorest countries.
The effect of primary and secondary education seems instead to be either nonsignificant or close to zero. The coefficients associated to the secondary and primary average years of schooling, in fact, do not reach statistical significance in almost all the specification proposed. Similar results are obtained when (Table 6) we control for institutional quality differences through legal origin time-invariant characteristics.
Our estimates are again robust to a wide array of robustness checks on the quality of the instrumental set (the Hansen and difference-in-Hansen test) as well to the AR(2) test of second-order serial correlation in the errors.
CONCLUSIONS
Anecdotic evidence frequently reports how increasing the share of high-skilled and trained workers could play an extremely important role in the absorption of technology in poor countries and alleviate poverty.
Our study proposes a rationale for this view and provides compelling and robust evidence regarding the heterogeneous impact of human capital composition on the growth of countries at different stages of development. In contrast to earlier theoretical and empirical literature that argued for the "primacy" of high skills at higher stages of development (when countries are closer to the technology frontier and perform technology innovation), our work shows-both theoretically and empirically-that tertiary education is especially important for the growth of those countries that are lagging behind and far away from the technology frontier. By contrast, its relative impact on middle-income economies appears to be substantially weaker, becoming again more important for developed economies.
We contribute to the existing literature in a number of ways. First, we generalize the theoretical settings proposed by Vandenbussche et al. (2006) by encompassing the case of decreasing returns to scale in the production of technological improvements. This generalization is crucial to unveil a distinctively more complex dynamics linking tertiary education to economic growth of economies found at xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55
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very different stages of development while leaving the case of CRS, analyzed by VAM, as a special one. Unlike previous literature and under less restrictive assumptions, our model shows that the marginal effect of an increase in skilled workers for least developed countries is growth enhancing the more the economies are found farther away from the frontier. Even if so, for those close to the technology frontier, our model provides results that are qualitatively similar to those proposed in the literature and analyzed by VAM.
These theoretical results are supported by empirical investigation. We estimated the empirical model proposed by VAM-addressing endogeneity between educational variables and economic growth through System GMM estimators for a 10-years intervals dynamic panel 85 countries (developed and developing) in between the year 1960 and 2000. Our empirical results, while confirming VAM's results for the subset of OECD countries, show the increasingly larger effect of tertiary education on the growth of lagging economies as consistently predicted by our theoretical model and in contrast to previous theoretical and empirical literature.
All in all, our results point to the importance of tertiary education in the explanation of growth while, at the same time, showing that its effect on growth is heterogeneous across countries found at different stages of development. Our results suggest the relatively more important role of tertiary education for the growth of countries for which, instead, the primacy of lower educational levels has been usually advocated as main engine of growth and development. NOTES 1. The work by Krueger and Lindhal (2001) , Benhabib and Spiegel (1994) , and Temple (2001) are among those supporting this puzzling evidence and arguing that the role of human capital on economic growth might have been quite overstated.
2. This hypothesis is based on the assumption that different types of human capital (resp. skilled vs. unskilled workers) perform different tasks (resp. innovation vs. imitation) depending on the relative distance of the economy to the technology frontier (resp. when close or far away from the technological leader).
3. "It seems safe to say that, if our model is right, the graduate education that occurs in research universities should be most growth-enhancing in states that are close to the technological frontier" [Aghion et al. (2009, pp. 2-3) ].
4. The terms adoption and imitation are used interchangeably in this paper. 5. Empirical results on this issue are surveyed and collected by Psacharopoulos and Patrinos (2004) according to which social returns to higher education in low-income countries are 11.2% versus 11.3% for middle-income countries and only 9.5% in high-income countries. Differences are even more striking if we consider private returns on tertiary education: 26% in low-income countries, 19.3% in middle-income countries, and only 12.4% in high-income countries.
6. In particular, Mansfield et al. (1981) point out how, over 48 different products in chemical, drug, electronics, and machinery U.S. industries, the costs of imitation lied between 40% and 90% of the costs of innovation.
7. Squicciarini and Voigtländer (2015) argue that "France, in its role as a follower country, initially depended largely on the adoption of British technology" (p. 8) and that an interest in science by the xxx mdy06-085 September 7, 2016 15:55 32 FABIO CERINA AND FABIO MANCA knowledge elites "helped entrepreneurs both to learn about these techniques in the first place, and to understand the underlying principles needed to implement and run them" (p. 2). 8. There is extensive literature focusing on decreasing returns to R&D activities (which includes both innovation and imitation activities). From the empirical perspective, Griliches (1990) and Kortum (1993) note that, in the United States, the ratio of the number of patent applications to the scientists and engineers involved in R&D has fallen over time in the post-war period, while Jones (1995a Jones ( , 1995b points out that the economy growth rates have remained constant and even declined despite an increase in the amount of R&D effort. The assumption of diminishing returns to R&D activities has then been used in many important theoretical papers aiming at proposing a theoretical solution to the observed absence of relation between the scale of R&D effort and growth. Those theoretical papers include Jones (1995b) , Kortum (1997) , Segestrom (1998) , Young (1998) , Davidson and Segestrom (1998), and Cheng and Tao (1999) . In the last two papers, in particular, R&D activity includes both imitation and innovation and both activities are assumed to have decreasing returns, just like in our paper.
9. Which has been recently supported empirically by Papakonstantinou (2014) . 10. Aghion et al. (2009) introduces the possibility of migration for skilled workers. 11. See, for instance, Arrow (1962) , Mansfield, Schwartz, and Wagner (1981) , Barro and Sala-iMartin (1997) , and Spiegel (1994, 2005) .
12. When β + σ > θ + φ, a case that is excluded by the CRS case, imitation can be considered to be an "easier" activity in the sense that, following an equal percentage change in each production factor, the induced percentage change in the contribution by imitation activities will be larger than the percentage change in the contribution by innovation activities. Formally, it is easy to see that with Cobb-Douglas specification, when 
so that the negativity of h (a) is not affected by nonconstant returns to scale in imitation and innovation but it only depends on the assumption σ > φ. 14. Clearly enough, it looks reasonable to assume that unskilled workers cannot outperform skilled workers in both technological activity and therefore β > σ and θ > φ. However, our results are completely independent from this assumption. In other words, the dynamics of catch-up are governed only by comparative advantages (i.e., relative efficiencies) and not by absolute advantages.
15. When returns are nonincreasing in innovation, the sign of It is easy to see that the results stated in Proposition 2 still hold when returns to imitation are kept constant. In this case, the threshold is simply θ > (≤)1 − σ , which has a clear economic interpretation: Skilled workers are more (less) efficient in imitation than in imitation.
22. A recent and still unpublished paper by Papakostantinou (2014) obtains a similar finding. 23. We choose this specification because the empirical model tested has to be fully consistent with the one used by VAM in order to allow the comparison of our results, run on a much larger set of countries, with those in VAM, run only on countries at the frontier.
24. The TFP of the leader (at the frontier) is denoted byĀ. 27. Our analysis focuses on the long-run trends in the effect of human capital composition on economic growth and it abstracts from the turmoil associated to the great recession. Cyclical factors may well be affecting our estimates and, for this reason, time dummies are always used to address this potential bias. Given the deep economic downturn experienced by many countries during the recent financial economic crisis started in 2007, the sample used in the current analysis covers only the long period in between 1960 and 2000, so as to be able to compare our empirical results to those obtained in VAM.
28. The choice of the United States, the technological leader, is common in this kind of literature. We follow this approach in order to ensure the comparability of our results with previous studies. The United States is, however, the leader in our own TFP estimates as well.
29. The statistics referring to the OECD subsample are fully in line with those presented by VAM both for the TFP and human capital measures.
30. Notice that when j does not refer to a country but to a group of countries, then z j,t−1 is computed as the arithmetic mean of the variable z for all the countries k belonging to group j : z j = 32. The authors analyze the effect of tertiary education on the growth of countries at different stages of development. However, differently from us, they find a positive effect of tertiary education only at middle and higher stages of development. Part of this result, as we argue above, it may be caused by an incorrect specification of the lag structure in their System GMM estimation.
33. As suggested by one of the referee, we run several additional robustness test controlling for (i) the size of government expenditures (e.g., taxes, government spending and transfers, and subsidies as a percentage of GDP), (ii) the access to sound money (e.g., inflation and money growth as well as freedom to own foreign currency bank accounts), or (iii) market and trade openness (e.g., taxes on international trade, trade barriers, nontariff trade barriers). The results of these additional robustness checks, which are not significantly different from those obtained in the previous specifications, can be found in Appendix B. 
